
#RB305 ‘PARK PLACE’ 
Large Size 50” x 60” Soft Fleece Blanket with Full Color Imprint
Large size super cozy 100% Polyester pill resistant fleece blanket with matching color 
whip-stitched border. Perfect at home, for picnics, beach days, travel or around the campfire. 
Premium weight 200 GSM Polyester fleece. Price includes up to a full color imprint in one 
corner (exact color matches are not guaranteed). Machine or hand wash cold; hang dry. 
Size: 60” W x 50” H Unrolled. 
Imprint:  7” x 7” max imprint size, one location in lower right corner.

*PhotoImage® Full Color Imprint Setup Charge:  60.00 (G) Setup Charge. Price includes 
7” x 7” full color imprint centered on one corner of the blanket. PhotoImage Full Color Digital 
Imprint (exact color matches are not guaranteed). 
Repeat Setup: 32.50 (G). Email Proof: 7.50 (G), add 2 days to production time. 
Production Time: 479 pcs or less 10 DAYS; 480+ pcs 15 Days. Packaging: Bulk. 
Material: 100% Polyester Fleece 200GSM. Weight: 26 lbs. (30 pcs.)

50” x 60” Large Fleece Blanket 50” x 60” Large Fleece Blanket 
with Full Color Imprintwith Full Color Imprint

Important Information: Variations in print substrates/materials make it impossible to exactly duplicate PMS colors on Innovation Line products. Color variation cannot be considered a defect due to ink, lighting, 
material or any other variation. PMS color matching is not possible for any imprint method, including screen print, pad print, PhotoImage ® full color direct, full color label, transfer and sublimation. PMS is only 
a reference point and an approximation. Each product is manufactured and printed individually, so 3/16” movement in logo alignment may result and cannot be considered a defect in printing.  Note on proofs: 
E Proofs are for logo placement and size approval only. The colors shown on e-proofs will not be accurately represented on monitors. Therefore, e-proofs cannot be an exact color representation and factory is 
not responsible for ANY variation.  
Please Note: there are natural variances in all fabric including fiber density. Dye lot colors also differ slightly from one batch to another. None of these are considered product defects. 1107
Sorry, random/blank samples not available. #E4657  Expires 2/28/2023
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